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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a joint model that learns to directly
localize the temporal bounds of actions in untrimmed videos
as well as precisely classify what actions occur. Most existing
approaches tend to scan the whole video to generate action instances, which are really inefficient. Instead, inspired by human perception, our model is formulated based on a recurrent
neural network to observe different locations within a video
over time. And, it is capable of producing temporal localizations by only observing a fixed number of fragments, and the
amount of computation it performs is independent of input
video size. The decision policy for determining where to look
next is learned by REINFORCE which is powerful in nondifferentiable settings. In addition, different from relevant
ways, our model runs localization and classification serially,
and possesses a strategy for extracting appropriate features to
classify. We evaluate our model on ActivityNet dataset, and
it greatly outperforms the baseline. Moreover, compared with
a recent approach, we show that our serial design can bring
about 9% increase in detection performance.
Index Terms— Temporal Localization, Action Classification, Visual Attention, Recurrent Neural Network, REINFORCE
1. INTRODUCTION
Action detection in untrimmed real-world videos is a great
challenge, since it asks for addressing not only what actions
occur in the video, but also the temporal bound of when they
occur. Exiting algorithms typically runs frame-level classifiers exhaustively through the whole video together with postprocessing to produce action predictions [1][2][3], which are
really computational inefficient.
Human perception has a very important property, that
people are not going to process the entire scene at once. Instead people selectively focus on some portions to acquire
representative information, and form an internal presentation
by integrating what they have saw. Utilizing this attention
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Fig. 1. Focusing on a fix number of fragments in a video,
our model gradually narrows down where “Discus Throw”
happens and generates credible detections at some time steps.
mechanism, some efficient architectures were presented to
deal with image classification and captioning [4][5][6][7].
Drawing inspiration from these attention-based models,
we introduce a joint model that learns to directly generate
temporal localizations with only observing a fraction of fragments, and accurately classify these generated localization
predictions in untrimmed real-world videos (See Fig.1). Our
model is based on a recurrent neural network, and interacts with a video over time. The model jumps back and forth
to observe different locations of the video, generates internal
comprehension, and gradually narrows down the action locations. Such jumps must not be completely stochastic, so we
need an efficient policy for deciding where to observe next.
However, since conventional back-propagation is not competent in non-differentiable context, we turn to REINFORCE [8]
to learn this decision policy. At each time step, we choose to
observe a short fragment rather than just a frame. This choice
is aimed to make use of both spatial and temporal action information, which can lead to more precise detection. Some
relevant algorithms like [9] tends to localize action bounds and classify in parallel, sharing information from hidden
states of the recurrent neural network. But that is exactly
unreasonable, since localization requires global information
while classification requires specific local one. Based on this
insight, our model uses serial design, and employs a strategy
to fetch appropriate features for more precise classification.

This strategy is different during training and testing phase.
Our model is able to effectively address action detection
in videos, and greatly outperforms the baseline of ActivityNet
dataset [10]. Moreover, we construct a similar variant of
our model except it localizes and classifies in parallel sharing
same features. Then compared with the performance of this
variant, we show that our serial design and features fetching
strategy can greatly enhance the detection performance.

tion policies to extract information for image classification.
Xu et al. [7] presents two variants of attention mechanism:
the hard stochastic attention and the soft deterministic attention. The hard attention stochastically and discretely selects
regions to observe, while the soft attention learns a weight to
represent the attention rate for each region. Here we use is
hard attention mechanism. Work of Sharma et al. [22] shows
the application of soft attention in video action recognition.

2. RELATED WORK

3. METHOD

There is a long history of work in action recognition and video
analysis, and the development of recent works can be roughly
divided into three phases. Here we orderly review previous
works relevant to our paper in those phases.
Hand-crafted features. Early local space-time features
attract much attention and become a popular representation
for action recognition. These features can effectively capture
characteristic shape as well as motion in video, and are robust
to spatio-temporal shifts and scales, background clutter and
video noise. Harris3D detector, which is proposed by Laptev
et al. [11], computes a spatio-temporal second-moment matrix at each video point, while Cuboid detector [12] is based
on temporal Gabor filters. Willems et al. [13] proposed Hessian detector for blob detection in images. Meanwhile some
local descriptors are presented to represent a 3D video patch
around interest points. For instance, Laptev et al. [14] used
HOG/HOF decriptors to characterize local motion and appearance, HOG3D descriptor [15] is introduced as an extension of the SIFT descriptor to video sequence, and Willems
et al. [13] presented the extended SURF descriptor which extends the image SURF descriptor to videos. Heng Wang et
al. [16] provided the evaluation of these local spatio-temporal
features in a common experimental setup.
Deep-learned features. With the proposal of deep learning techniques, there are lots of attempts at applying deep architectures to video action recognition. Ji et al. [17] and Tran
et al. [18] extended 2D ConvNet to 3D domain. Simonyan et
al. [19] designed two-stream ConvNets which combine spatial and temporal information and achieve the state-of-the-art
performance. Wang et al. [20] proposed trajectory-pooled
deep-convolutional decriptors which incorporate video temporal characteristic into deep architectures by using strategy
of trajectory-constrained sampling and pooling. Wang et al.
[21] introduced a novel deep alternative neural network to explore contexts as early as possible for action recognition.
Visual attention. The excellent recognition performance
of these approaches above comes at a high computational
cost, which is a great issue in computer vision. A number
of work are conducted to break this computational limitation,
and one class of practices is motivated by the way of human
perception. These approaches focus on potentially interesting
regions rather than process the whole image or video. Mnih et
al. [4], Ba et al. [5] and Sermanet et al. [6] learn spatial atten-

In this section, we describe the formulation of our joint action
detection model. Fig.2 shows our model structure. We integrate temporal localization and classification into our model,
and run them serially. The model interacts with a video over
time observing a fix number of short fragments, and directly
localizes temporal bounds of actions based on these observations. Then for each generated temporal bound prediction, the
model learns to produce a accurate classification.
3.1. Architecture
The model consists of two main components: a localization
network (Sec 3.1.1) and a classification network (Sec 3.1.2).
The localization network, which is a recurrent neural network
cell, observes somewhere within the video, predicts both a
temporal bound of action and where to focus next. Taking
the localization output as guidance, the classification network
applies a strategy to fetch appropriate features to classify what
an action occurs. We now detail these two components.
3.1.1. Localization Network
As shown in Fig.2, the localization network takes both features wt of observed fragments and previous hidden state
ht−1 as input, and generates the current hidden state ht by
fh (wt , ht−1 ; θh ) that is parameterized by θh . The hidden state ht accumulates and integrates what it has observed (may
be action regions or environment), which contributes to the
understanding of the whole video. Therefore, the model could
gradually exclude locations we are not interested in, and narrow down where an activity might occur. Then based on network’s present internal comprehension of the video, the model produces a temporal bound prediction dt (st , et ) and the
next observation location ln+1 at each time step.
The temporal bound prediction is generated using the
function dt = fd (ht ; θd ), where fd is a 2-layers fully connected neural network. dt consists of two value, where st
and et are respectively the start and end position of the action
bound. Since videos are not the same of length, we normalize
sn and en between [0,1] for unified processing.
The next observation location lt+1 , which is also normalized between [0,1], indicates the next video fragment that the
model decides to observe. The next observation location is

Fig. 2. The main structure of our joint model. At each time step, the localization network observes a fragment of the video and
generates a temporal bound prediction dt as well as a location lt+1 indicating where to observe next. Taking the localization
output as guidance, the classification network employs a strategy to extract appropriate and specific features to classify that
generated temporal bound. The confidence level of classification ct then is used to determine whether accept current prediction.
computed through a fully connected layer lt+1 = fl (ht ; θl ).
We do not force the model always look forward. It could jump
ahead and back within the video, as long as it deems where
an activity most likely occurs.
3.1.2. Classification Network
Besides proposing where actions may occur, we also need to
classify what actions occur. Some relevant approaches directly use features from hidden states for classification. However,
what the model has saw may be action-unrelated or contain
various type of actions (See Fig.3), so these features are farraginous and exactly inappropriate for classifying specific action. Instead, our classification network possesses a strategy
for acquiring proper features for classification, and this strategy is different during training and testing phases.
During training phase, the temporal bound predictions
from localization network are still unconvincing, which may
cover much activity-unrelated portion. Thus it is unfair to
utilize information within these regions to classify. Instead
we start with matching target temporal bound: calculate the
overlap of every ground truth with our prediction, and the
one having maximum overlap is considered the target. Or
the closest ground truth is selected if our prediction does not
overlap with any one. Then we randomly choose three short
fragments within this ground truth, as well as use the action
features extracted from these fragments to train the classifier.
The situation is different in testing time. According to our
preliminary experiments, most of proposed temporal bound

have more than fifty percent portion falling within its corresponding ground truth. That means an action may occur at
the center of our prediction with great probability. Therefore,
the fragment at this position is a good choice for extracting
features to classify the generated temporal bound.
Moreover, the confidence level of classification is used
to determine whether trust the prediction at current time step
or not. Specifically, if the confidence value is larger than a
threshold σ, the prediction will be considered acceptable. Our
intuition is that the more action region a temporal bound prediction covers, the more reliable a classification can be, which
uses features extracted under the guidance of the prediction.
3.2. Training
3.2.1. Decide Next Observation Location
Since observation location output is non-differentiable and
conventional back-propagation is not adequate here, we turn
to REINFORCE which is powerful in non-differentiable settings. Below we briefly instruct REINFORCE and introduce
a reward function used with it to learn a effective policy for
determining where to look next.
REINFORCE. In our case, neither supervised or unsupervised learning is competent for directing the model how
present observation affects the understanding of the whole
video. In contrast, REINFORCE evaluates each decision by a
reward, and learn to find the optimal sequence of observation
location with highest cumulate reward.

The objective of REINFORCE is defined as:
J(θ) =

T
X

λt Pθ rt

3.2.2. Localization and Classification
(1)

t=1

where Pθ is the distribution over possible observation sequences and is parameterize by θ, rt is a reward assigned
to generated observation location at time step t, and λt is
the weight for this decision. Generally earlier decision has
greater impact on the eventual result, so that λt is larger at
earlier step (we simply set λt to 1). In order to learn a effective policy, we need to learn the parameter θ that maximizes the expected reward of a sequence of observation location. However, due to the high-dimensional space of possible
observation location, that optimization is a non-trivial problem. As shown by Williams[8], we can view the problem as a
POMDP and use an approximation to the gradient equation:
J(θ) ≈

M T
1 XX
i
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(2)

The approximate gradient is computed by employing the current decision policy πθ to interact with the video for M
episodes. At time step t, lti is current observation location,
i
and l1:t
is the history of where the model has observed.
PT
Rt = t0 =t rt0 is the future cumulative reward obtained following the execution of observation at location lti .
To reduce the variance of the gradient equation, it is common to consider the estimation of the baseline reward bit
i
which depends on past outputs l1:t
but not on the lti . Then
the gradient equation becomes:
∇θ J ≈

1
M
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X

The localization and classification outputs are trained using
back-propagation to minimize the differences between them
and their corresponding ground truth.
The ground truth that has highest overlap with our temporal prediction is considered the target. However, the prediction may do not overlap with any ground truth. In this case,
the closest one to the ground truth is chosen. The distance
between localization output and ground truth is computed by:
dist(dt , gi ) = min(|egi − st |, |sgi − et |)

Once the localization output has been matched to its corresponding ground truth instance kt , we estimate the difference between them using the smooth L1 criteria and the loss
can be calculated by:
Lloc (dt , kt ) = smoothL1 (st − skt ) + smoothL1 (et − ekt )
(5)
The loss function above separately estimates the start and end
locations in our temporal bound prediction, which encourages
them respectively to be closer to their target locations.
For classification output ct , its target yt surely is the category of the activity occurs in ground truth instance that we
has matched to the localization output. Here cross-entropy
loss Lcls (ct , yt ) is computed to maximize the probability of
the true category.
So far we have explained how to estimate the outputs at
each time step, we then formulate the loss function as:
L=

i
λt ∇θ logπ(lti |l1:t
; θ)(Rti − bit )

(3)

i=1 t=1

Learning parameters with REINFORCE according to
this approximate gradient, the model then can update these
parameters using back-propagation.
Reward Function.
Training with REINFORCE asks
for an proper reward function. Our ultimate goal is to localize
temporal bounds of actions accurately, so that where the
model decides to observe should contribute to its prediction.
Namely, if the prediction matches to one ground truth, it is
considered what the model has saw is beneficial for understanding the video. We therefore estimate the localization
output, rather than directly evaluate the location output.
Given the ground truth set G = {gi |i = 1, · · · , N } of the
video and the prediction dt , we firstly compute the overlap of
each ground truth instance gi and the prediction dt . Then the
scalar reward rt is set to 1, if our prediction matches to one
ground truth (overlap is larger than a threshold α, which is set
to 0.5 in our works). Otherwise, -0.1 will be assigned to rt .
We use this function with REINFORCE to train location
outputs and learn the optimal decision policy that seeks to
maximize true localizations and minimize false localizations.

(4)

T
T
X
X
λt rt
[Lloc (dt , kt ) + Lcls (ct , yt )] −

(6)
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This loss function tends to minimize the loss of localization and classification outputs, while maximize the cumulative reward. We optimize this loss function using both backpropagation and REINFORCE.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our model on the ActivityNet dataset, and show
that our model outperforms the baseline result. Besides, we
build up a similar model except it makes localization and classification in parallel sharing information from hidden states
of the recurrent network. Comparing the performance of this
variant with our models, we verify the effectiveness of our serial strategy and the strategy for fetching features, which can
bring about 9% increase in detection performance.
4.1. Implementation Details
We use the recurrent neural network-based model from [4] as
our basic architecture, adapting it to action detection in video
and evaluating parallel and serial designs on it. For the localization network, we use a fast LSTM network with 256 hidden

Fig. 3. A hypothetical instance for illustrating the shortage of parallel design in some relevant approaches. It shows what the
model has observed may mislead the classification for specific generated temporal bound prediction.
units and iterates seven times (T=7). So that the model will
observe seven fragments of the video, and generates an action bound detection after each observation. Furthermore, we
download C3D features from ActivityNet website, which are
500-dimentional vectors extracted from every 16 frames. The
fragments the model selects, either for localization or classification, also consist of 16 frames, and we use the C3D features
above to represent the action information of these fragments.
During training phase, we use 20 videos as a mini-batch
in every training iteration and update parameters with batch
gradient descent approach. The learning rate is initialized as
0.01, and decays by 0.0001 per 500 iterations. The momentum is set to 0.9. Since detections from different time step
may be duplicate, we apply the non-maximum suppression
(NMS) to eliminate redundancy when testing.
4.2. Experiments Results
The ActivityNet action dataset consists of 5 broad categories
and 200 sub-categories of human activities. The latest version
includes 19994 videos: 10024 for training, 4926 for validation and 5044 for testing. There are 1.54 activity instances
per video on average.
Table 1 shows per-class and mAP performances of our approach and the variant on the Playing sports subset of ActivityNet. Our approach greatly outperforms the variant applying
typical strategy. This sub-dataset covers 26 classes of sports,
and the difference between some categories is very subtle. For
instance, it is hard to distinguish long jump and triple jump.
We use a hypothetical instance for illustrating the insufficiency of typical way (Fig.3). This instance shows what the
model has saw and the last localization it predicts. The fragments it observed include activities of triple jump, long jump
and archery as well as backgrounds, and the hidden state of
the recurrent network has integrated all of this information.
However, the generated temporal bound mainly covers the region where the action of long jump occurs. Thus it is clearly
unfair to directly use farraginous information from the hidden
state to classify this specific action bound as typical approach
does. To further verify our conception, we close inspect the
outputs of these two model. We found that there is no big difference between their localization results, while the classification performance can be obviously distinguished. Even one

Table 1. Per-class and mAP performance on the Sports subset
of ActivityNet, at IOU of = 0.5.
Skateboarding
Baton twirling
Pole vault
Archery
Starting campfire
Doing Moto.
Curling
Dodgeball
Hammer throw
Croquet
Camel ride
Powerbocking
Playing kickball
mAP

Var.
6.5
43.4
2.6
2.3
25.2
34.5
0.8
24.0
0.8
7.9
28.4
28.1
15.7

Ours
18.4
59.2
5.0
10.2
31.7
41.0
8.3
36.3
8.6
19.6
57.1
39.3
28.9

Discus throw
Paintball
Triple jump
Longboarding
Javelin throw
Powerbomb
Bungee jumping
Rollerblading
Cricket
High jump
Hurling
Long jump
Shot put

Var.
1.0
12.3
2.9
16.5
1.3
29.1
5.2
7.8
12.3
12.8
8.2
0.2
0.2
12.7

Ours
7.1
21.9
2.1
19.9
1.2
20.1
5.8
20.5
14.6
7.1
31.2
2.8
0.7
19.9

Table 2. Performance comparison on ActivityNet dataset.
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
MF
11.7 11.4 10.6 9.7
8.9
DF
7.2
6.8
4.9
4.1
3.7
SF
4.2
3.9
3.1
2.1
1.9
MF+DF+SF
12.5 11.9 11.1 10.4 9.7
Var.
18.2 15.9 13.9 12.3 10.2
Ours+Single pred. 22.4 21.4
20
18.6 16.8
Ours
26.9 25.3 23.5
22
19.6

activity being wrongly classified, our approach tends to category it into a similar class most of the time, like labeling the
long jump as triple jump which are relatively hard to identify.
But the variant often relates two irrelevant types of actions,
using features that include much misleading information.
As shown in Table 2, besides our designed variant, our
approach also outperforms MF, DF, SF and the combination
of them, which is the baseline of ActivityNet dataset provided by[10]. Our model is both effective and efficient, since it
achieves a mAP of 19.6% with only focusing on a little fraction of a video. The serial design and the strategy we used
show their potential power, which lead to a great improvement (about 9% increase) compared with the variant.
Note that Table 2 also shows the performance of our approach with single prediction, which only generates its pre-

diction at last time step. That is our initial attempt, which
bases on the consideration that the model cannot understand
a video very well only with one or two observations and its
output naturally cannot be trusted. However, since one video
may consist of more than one activity, this method will result
in low recall rates and lead to relatively poor detection performance. Therefore, we eventually decide to adopt the way
of predicting at each time step and use the confidence level of
classification to evaluate the reliability of current output for
reducing faulty judgements. About 3% increase in detection
performance shows the effectiveness of our choice.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a joint model for action detection in
untrimmed videos, which learns to directly localize temporal
bounds of actions with only observing a fraction of fragments,
and classify what actions occur. Moreover, we design our
model to localize and classify serially, in which it take localization outputs as guidance to extract proper features for classifications. We evaluate our approach on ActivityNet dataset,
and show that it outperforms the baseline as well as our serial design and features fetching strategy can greatly enhance
detection performance compared with a recent approach.
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